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Executive Summary
The Whatcom County Emergency Medical Service (WCEMS) 2017/18 Report is presented to the
Whatcom County Council, EMS Oversight Board and Whatcom County citizens since the
Whatcom County EMS Levy was approved by Whatcom County voters.
This report highlights the activities of the Whatcom EMS system which includes the Fire
Departments, Rescue Agencies and the Prospect Dispatch Center supported by the WCEMS Levy.
The Levy also supports programs designed to increase the rate of survival from Sudden Cardiac
Arrest, Prevention of Medical emergencies and to reduce mortality from Trauma. System
performance measurements are presented in an effort to create efficiencies while encouraging
innovation and research towards reducing mortality and morbidity from emergent medical
conditions and trauma in the Whatcom County Community.
The Whatcom County EMS
Funding Work Group
Recommendations Plan
prepared in March 2016,
provides a Strategic Plan
for developing priorities
for the EMS system. These
recommendations include
developing centralized
data repositories for
system development,
financial transparency
through reporting dashboards, and increased outreach through Community Paramedic
programs, organizational development of EMS management and administration as well as
gaining efficiencies in BLS/ALS operations through Dispatch Quality Assurance Programs. The
WCEMS Manager utilizes this template for developing programmatic priorities within the
financial plan provided by the county-wide levy.
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System Overview
When the residents of Whatcom County need emergency help, they call 911 expecting the
highest level of professional emergency services from the Public Safety system. The Whatcom
County Emergency Medical Services System (WCEMS) provides Basic Life Support and Advanced
Life Support emergency medical services from within a unified EMS system. WCEMS relies on
partnerships with fire departments, paramedic provider agencies, dispatch centers, hospitals,
search and rescue organizations, private ambulance services and industrial fire departments to
provide the highest level of pre-hospital emergency care. The EMS system is managed by the
Whatcom County Emergency Medical Services Division positioned within the County Executive’s
office.
Advanced Life Support (ALS) Paramedic services are provided by the Bellingham Fire Department
and Ferndale Fire District 7 serving Whatcom County and are nationally recognized providers of
quality, cost-effective emergency medical services. The Medic Units are strategically located in
the northwestern and central areas of the county. Fire District 5 (Point Roberts) supports an
“on-call” Paramedic.
Basic Life Support (BLS) services are provided by the various fire districts through an integrated
network of both paid and volunteer Emergency Medical Technicians (EMT’s) or Firefighter/EMT’s
that serve those communities. BLS providers are the front line of emergency response and work
closely with Paramedics to provide the best possible outcomes for the patients they serve.

Regionally Operated Citizen Supported Model
The Whatcom EMS system has matured into a unified system responding to growth in the
county over the last several years. In the fall of 2016, Whatcom County voters approved a
county-wide levy that provides a sustained funding source for a regionalized EMS system in
Whatcom County. The Levy also created a new EMS Division within the Whatcom County
government designed to connect the Emergency Services agencies in the region. These
partnerships are governed through the EMS Oversight Board (EOB) and the Technical Advisory
Committee (TAB) with representatives from local governments, labor organizations, fire
districts, training organizations, hospitals and emergency responders. The successful passing
of the county-wide levy was preceded with work from “EMS Funding Work Group” that provides
a strategic plan for implementing recommendations expected to reduce long-term costs and
create a stable funding source that allows for the highest level of EMS service to Whatcom
County.
Regional partnerships include the North Region Trauma and EMS Council, the Whatcom EMS/TC
Council, St. Joseph Peace Health Hospital, the Fire District’s (Fire Chiefs Association) and Fire
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Departments of Whatcom County, Bellingham Technical College, Whatcom County Search and
Rescue, Whatcom County Office of Emergency Management and the Whatcom County Human
Services Division.
The “work group” plan included the building of an EMS division for Whatcom County that
provides oversight and support to the EMS system. In March of 2018, an EMS Manager was
selected to lead this new division with offices located in the Whatcom County Courthouse. This
position reports directly to the County Executive and the EOB and is responsible for the
oversight of the agency contracts, system performance and financial stability with an emphasis
on working within the Levy plan and funding recommendations.

Medically-Based Leadership Model
The region’s medical partners provide oversight and research to the Whatcom EMS system. Dr.
Marvin Wayne is Whatcom County’s Medical Program Director. Dr. Wayne coordinates policies
and procedures along with the Supervising Physicians for the four Advanced Life Support
(Paramedics) programs. Dr. Emily Junck supervises the Bellingham Fire Department program;
Dr. Duncan McBean supervises the Pt. Roberts program. Dr. Ralph Weiche supervises the Mt.
Baker Aid Room and ski patrol while Dr. Michael Sullivan manages the Fire District 7 (Ferndale)
program.
The local hospital system is integral to creating a patient care continuum that provides positive
patient outcomes when working with the Emergency Medical Service system. The relationships
with PeaceHealth St. Joseph Medical Center and the Emergency Medical community allow
advanced therapies to begin in the field that can be supported by the hospital. Comprehensive
emergency stroke care, post cardiac arrest care, Acute Myocardial Infarction (AMI) treatment,
and trauma care are some of the integrated activities with the EMS system that decrease
mortality and morbidity for the patients we serve.
The Whatcom County Trauma and EMS council (WCTEMSC) serves the EMS community with
Quality Assurance programs as well as training directed towards reducing the morbidity and
mortality associated with trauma and acute illness. The council provides educational outreach
to providers and also connects residents with trauma prevention programs in the region. The
WCTEMSC works closely with the North Region EMS and Trauma Care Council as part of a five
county consortium of EMS organizations.
The North Region EMS and Trauma Care Council is one of eight separate EMS and Trauma
System Regions that are made up of local and regional councils. The regions are supported by
grants from the state office and are charged with developing the regional trauma plan, regional
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patient care procedures, prevention and public education programs to address regional injury
problems and patterns. The North Region EMS and Trauma Care Council have representatives
from EMS agencies in Whatcom, Island, San Juan, Skagit and Snohomish Counties.

Tiered Out of Hospital Response System
The tiered out of hospital response system is designed to operate with coordinated
partnerships across the region while providing high quality prehospital medical care. The tiered
system allows for a consistent and standardized approach that pushes the system to excel
while ensuring the most appropriate provider is dispatched on the initial response to any EMS
call. The tiered response system has five major components. Each component has multiple
skill sets that are required to gain the most efficiency out of the system as well as to improve
the chances of patient survival. These components include:

-EMS System Access: A patient or bystander can access the system by calling 9-1-1 for
medical assistance. The early recognition of sudden cardiac arrest and major medical
emergencies are measured by the reactions, rapid response, and the ability to access the EMS
system. Citizens must know CPR, be prepared to react and call 9-1-1 as well as know how to
attend to the patient while rescuers respond. Community responders can provide lifesaving
actions such as CPR, Airway and Bleeding Control if properly trained and empowered to be part
of the system.

-Dispatch/Call Receiving: There are two dispatch centers in Whatcom County. The WhatComm 9-1-1 call center answers all 9-1-1 calls placed within Whatcom County to determine
the type of help needed. What-Comm dispatches law enforcement agencies in the county while
calls for EMS and Fire help are transferred to the Fire Dispatch Center (Prospect
Communications) located at the Bellingham Fire Department. The two dispatch centers work
closely with each other and can give pre-arrival instructions for most medical emergencies as
well as guiding the caller through lifesaving therapies such as Telephone Cardio-Pulmonary
Resuscitation (T-CPR) and how to use an Automatic External Defibrillator (AED). Dispatchers
can also refer callers to other, more appropriate resources for help.

-Tier One Response: (Alpha/Bravo Calls) Basic Life Support (BLS) Services: Emergency Medical
Technicians (EMT’s) respond to all emergency medical calls and are usually the first to arrive on
scene. Whatcom County’s EMT’s are the front line of the EMS system, especially within the rural
areas of the county. While Bellingham, Ferndale, Lynden and cities of the county employ fulltime EMT’s and Firefighters, many of the county’s EMT’s are volunteers who work on a parttime basis for their fire districts or departments. BLS provides Advanced First Aid, CPR/AED,
Narcan, Epinephrine, Nitrous Oxide for pain and the ability to transport low acuity patients to
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the hospital. EMT’s are certified by the State of Washington and are required to complete initial
and ongoing continuing education and training to maintain certification.

-Tier Two Response-(Charlie/Delta/Echo Calls) Advanced Life Support (ALS) Services:
Advanced Life Support Services are provided by highly trained Paramedics who primarily
respond to critical or life-threatening injuries and complicated medical conditions. Paramedics
respond to about 25% of the total EMS call volume and usually arrive second on scene. EMT’s
provide basic life supporting skills until Paramedics arrive adding critical care skills to the EMS
team. Paramedic services are provided by two agencies in Whatcom County. The City of
Bellingham Fire Department operates three Paramedic Units and Fire District 7 (City of Ferndale
and surrounding areas) operates one Paramedic Unit which is integrated into the county-wide
system for a seamless ALS response. The Paramedics are Washington State certified and are
required to complete intensive education and ongoing training to maintain certification.

-Additional Medical Care-Transport to Hospitals: The hospital plays a critical role for the
prehospital medical community. Once a patient is treated and stabilized, EMS personnel
determine whether transport is necessary to the hospitals or clinics. Transport is provided by
either the ALS or BLS agency depending on the level of medical care needed. The hospital
integrates with the EMS system so patients can receive emergency care once the patient enters
the hospital.

Whatcom County Emergency Medical Systems Division (WCEMS)
The first year (2017) of the WCEMS Levy focused on the building of an EMS Department that
followed the Working Group recommendations for an organizational design which included the
hiring of an EMS Manager to build and implement those recommendations.


Launch a financial and performance dashboard for stakeholders.



Explore shared services that create efficiencies in the EMS system.



Identify Challenges and Roadblocks to system advancements.



Develop a reserve policy and to build reserves.



Engage Risk Managers to provide benchmarks and insurer’s information for risk
reduction.



Develop the framework, standards and terms for the next EMS provider contracts.

2016 - 2021 WCEMS Work Plan Initiatives
Electronic Patient Care Reporting (ePCR) - Deputy Director Tyler Schroeder provided much of
the WCEMS system work in 2017. One of the strategic initiatives included the identification and
selection of an Electronic Patient Care Reporting system (ePCR) that would provide a county6

wide records management system for EMS and Fire reporting. Various vendors were considered
and eventually an ePCR software company called Image Trend was selected as the county-wide
records management system for WCEMS for implementation by Jan 2018.

Finance/Invoices - The Whatcom County finance division began building contracts for the ALS
providers as well as creating invoicing and reporting pathways for managing the ALS resource.
As Levy dollars are collected, the Whatcom County Finance Division provides budget oversight
while distributing the $1.82 million per Paramedic Unit among the two ALS agencies.
An Inter-Local Agreement to provide Advanced Life Support Services was agreed upon and
signed between the City of Bellingham Fire Department, Fire District 7 and Whatcom County for
these services.

Dispatch Fees - Additional invoicing responsibilities were developed between Prospect and
WHATCOM dispatch agencies’ that provide reimbursement for fees associated with EMS call
receiving and dispatching activities. All of the Whatcom County EMS agencies dispatch fees are
paid by a “per call” calculation for each of the agencies.
EMS Dispatch fees are paid from the WCEMS Levy funds which support all of the fire districts
and departments in Whatcom County. The City of Lynden and Sumas had previously been
dispatched by the Border and Customs agency. These agencies are now dispatched by the
WHATCOM and Prospect Communication Centers bringing the entire county under a single and
integrated EMS and Fire Dispatch Center.

Agency Responder Contracts - The BLS First Responder contracts with Whatcom County were
initiated in 1984 and had become outdated because of consolidations and with the inclusion of
certain financial support for the fire districts, primarily with dispatch fees and the county-wide
ePCR program. All but one of the Fire Departments have accepted and signed the 2017
contracts that include the financing for dispatch and ePCR expenses for the departments. The
BLS First Responder contracts are required between the county and agencies ensuring all
residents of Whatcom County receive basic emergency medical services responses.

WCEMS Offices – In anticipation of building a WCEMS Department, office spaces were
identified at the Whatcom County Unified Emergency Operations Center (WCUEO) located near
the Bellingham Airport. Plans were drawn and monies were allocated for a remodel and
upgrade of the office spaces for the EMS Manager. However, 2018 inflated construction costs
made those plans financially stressful for the Levy. An alternate location for WCEMS offices was
located at the 800 E. Chestnut Building. This PeaceHealth Hospital owned building was found
to be more affordable with re-model and cleanup costing approximately $56,000 and monthly
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cost of about $500/month (rent/utilities/housekeeping and connectivity). WCEMS moved into
the new offices February 2019.

EMS Dispatch – The computer aided dispatch (CAD)
system was upgraded in 2017 from a program that
had been in use since 1994. The new system called
Versaterm is the backbone of the dispatch center with
integrated Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) and
Records Management Systems (RMS) that provides
incident response and mapping data for the agencies.
Versaterm is an expandable RMS platform that
integrates with various aspects of EMS reports and recordkeeping. Future upgrades include the
expanded use of Automatic Vehicle Location, Routing and Geographical Information Systems.
In 2017, two new dispatchers were employed and funded by the Levy to support the upgraded
system as well as in response to increased call volume in the county. This increase of volume
has an impact on the Levy. While normal call volume increases have been anywhere from 3% to
6% for the last several years, 2018 saw a 17% percent spike in calls. This will be about a
$221,000 per year increase to the levy for dispatch fees. WCEMS pays about 75% of the
dispatch fees since EMS calls represent generally 75% of the call volume while fire represents
the 25%. In January 2019, the WHATCOM board commissioned a committee to look at the
billing formulas in an effort to provide a more stabilized billing structure so dispatch costs can
be appropriately allocated for the remainder of the Levy.

Incident by

Dispatch Incidents:

Category 2018



EMS 76%

3% 1%



Fire 20%




Cancelled/No Response 3%
Community Medic 1%

20%

76%
The WHAT-COMM Board also commissioned a committee to review the recent Dispatch Center
Consolidation and Co-location Study. This study provides several options for the aging dispatch
centers. This committee will look at the study to make recommendations that will guide
stakeholder decisions for center upgrades and possibly a new organizational model for the
delivery of service.
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Summary of Statistics (With Historical Comparisons)
The Summary of Statistics section provides a snapshot of system performance, descriptions of
the types of responses including call volumes and locations of calls. Much of the data in this
report has been pieced together from multiple sources with consideration of the migration and
upgrade to newer record management systems in the county. Versatern CAD software was
integrated late 2017 replacing the aging Northrup Grumman system. Also, Fire Departments in
the region use multiple records management systems for fire and patient care records.
Previously, there is no central repository for this data.
However, 2018 initiatives included the implementation of a county-wide ePCR system called
Image Trend. This powerful ePCR software will capture 100% of the systems data that will help
WCEMS plan for future system enhancements and growth. Image Trend combined with the
integrated strengths of other health care patient records management systems will increase
communications and system performance.
WCEMS reports data to the National Emergency Medical Services Information System (NEMSIS)
and the Washington Emergency Medical Services Information System (WEMSIS). NEMSIS is the
national database used to store EMS data from the United States and Territories and is
described as a collaborative system to improve patient care through standardization,
aggregation, and utilization of point of care EMS data at the local, state, and national level. For
Washington State, WEMSIS is the state’s prehospital repository for electronic patient care
records with a similar mission. Image Trend will provide WCEMS with 100% reporting to both
NEMSIS and WEMSIS by the end of 2019. Participation with WEMSIS supports:
o

Description of statewide incidents and injury emergencies.

o

Identification of quality improvement measures.

o

Evaluation of measures for process and policy improvement.

o

Internal and external benchmarking.

o

Local and regional leadership through data competency and evidence-based decision
making.
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Characteristics of Responses
ALS Unit Incidents and Transports 2010 to 2014
All Calls BLS and ALS 2010 to 2014

Fire Department
B'Ham FD
NWFRS
FD7
Lynden FD
FD 8
FD 14
Everson
SWFA
Acme
FD 17
S. Lake Whatcom
FD 19 Glacier
FD 8 Lummi Is.
FD 5 Pt. Roberts

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Incidents Transports
Incidents Transports
Incidents Transports
Incidents Transports
Incidents Transports
ALS
BLS
ALS
BLS
ALS
BLS
ALS
BLS
ALS
BLS
4649
2718
1931
4393
2319
2074
4402
2142
2260
4499
2171
2328
4653
2036
2617
1279
719
560
1274
667
607
1370
677
693
1404
651
753
1445
652
803
1053
607
446
1006
566
440
1075
615
460
1107
565
542
1093
531
562
582
352
230
607
342
265
601
276
325
595
238
357
644
240
404
449
271
228
602
293
309
563
244
319
506
218
288
551
209
342
438
218
220
440
176
264
355
152
203
367
142
225
369
112
257
392
213
179
400
220
180
394
212
182
425
190
235
407
164
243
302
169
133
296
152
144
268
122
146
288
140
148
294
127
167
63
32
31
74
43
21
67
33
34
90
30
60
76
27
29
54
37
17
53
38
15
57
42
15
46
34
12
69
42
27
43
28
15
53
24
29
56
26
30
53
20
33
44
18
26
32
10
22
36
14
22
27
15
12
17
11
6
33
9
24
29
18
11
20
12
8
21
16
5
20
12
8
22
16
6
11
9
2
8
6
2
14
10
4
52
27
25
39
17
22
9426

5401

4025

9262

4872

4390

9270

4582

4688

9469

4449

5020

9739

4190

2010 to 2014 Characteristics of calls first captured with the older Northrup Grumman and Zoll
records management systems for Bellingham. Data represents call volume prior to M45
implementation. This information is provided as a point of reference in understanding call
volumes increases/demand over the last 10 years.
Unfortunately, detailed call data from 2015 to 2017 is not available. However, the data
reported in 2010 to 2014 graphic provides a foundation for measuring increases in call volume
not only system-wide but also call volume increases in the listed communities. The 2010 to
2014 data is important to understand and compare as WCEMS plans for system growth for both
the ALS and BLS resources.
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5549

Generalized data by volume from 2012 to 2018 provided by BFD

Total Incidents Fire & EMS 2012 to 2018 Increase
30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
0
2012/2013

2013/2014

2014/2015

2015/2016

2016/2017

2017/2018

Total Incidents Fire & EMS 2012 to 2018

July 1 2012 to June 30 2018
Annual Increases
(EMS and FIRE) Yearly Calculations For Total Incidents (BFD CAD)

Year

Total Incidents

+/- Previous Year

% Increase

2012/2013

21,127

2013/2014

22,874

+ 1,747

+ 8.26%

2014/2015

24,500

+ 1,626

+ 7.10%

2015/2016

26,475

+ 1,975

+ 8.06%

2016/2017

27,621

+ 1,146

+ 4.32%

2017/2018

28,479

+ 858

+ 3.01%
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July 1 2012 to June 30 2018
Annual Increases
(EMS Only) Yearly Calculations (EMS % of Total Call Volume) (BFD CAD)

Year

Total Incidents

+/- Previous Year

% Increase

% of Total Incidents

2012/2013
2013/2014

14,830

64.83 %

2014/2015

15,886

+ 1,056

+ 7.12%

64.84%

2015/2016

16,735

+ 867

+ 5.45%

63.28%

2016/2017

17,998

+ 1,245

+ 7.43%

65.16%

2017/2018

21,132

+ 3,134

+ 17.41%

74.20%
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Density of Calls Bellingham Service Area Jan 2018 to July 2018

Density of Calls (BLS & ALS) Whatcom County Jan 2018 to July 2018
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2018 Monthly Numbers of Calls Snapshot For All ALS Units

Number of Runs ALS Units 2018
Dec
Nov
Oct
Sep
Aug
Jul
Jun
May
Apr
Mar
Feb
Jan
0
Number of Runs

100
Jan
649

Feb
753

200
Mar
867

300
Apr
786

400
May
816

500
Jun
798

600
Jul
905

Aug
828

700
Sep
803

800
Oct
844

900

1000

Nov
811

Dec
912

ALS Call Volume By Medic Unit (M1, M2, M5, M10, M45)

ALS Runs By Medic Unit
Medic 45 (23%)

Medic 1 (29%)
2,878

3,578

Medic 1
Medic 2
Medic 10

2,661

Medic 10 (21%)

Medic 45
3,531

Medic 2 (28%)
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Number of ALS Unit Runs (By Unit 2018)

Apparatus Resource Vehicle Call Sign

Number of Runs

M1
M10
M2

3,578
2,661
3,531

M45

2,878
Total

12,648

2018 Monthly Numbers of Calls Snapshot for All BLS Units.

Number of Runs BLS Units 2018
Dec
Nov
Oct
Sep
Aug
Jul
Jun
May
Apr
Mar
Feb
Jan
0
Series1

200
Jan
812

Feb
1,041

400
Mar
1,062

600
Apr
977

May
1,173

800
Jun
1,071
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1000
Jul
1,259

Aug
1,148

1200
Sep
1,086

1400
Oct
1,161

Nov
1,156

1600
Dec
1,377

EMS Incidents By Type 2018
Treated...Released (per protocol)
Treated...Released for POV (per protocol)
Code Green #2 (Canceled on Scene,No…
Refused Evaluation/Care (No…
Treated...Released to Law Enforcement
DOA - No Resuscitation Attempted
0

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000

Primary Impression by Category 2018
Neurological
Obvious Death
Allergy/Anaphylaxis
Infection
Behavioral/Psych

3
23
33
58
96
365
389
892
899
1519

Trauma
Alcohol/Drug

2161
4236
961

16

Final Disposition Call Types Jan 2018 to July 2019
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Measure and Improve

Four Improvement Strategies for
Increasing Resuscitation Rates
While Whatcom County compares
above the national average, the goal is always to improve. ImageTrend’s Continuous Quality
Improvement (CQI) program module provides standardized metrics associated with the National
Emergency Services Information System (NEMSIS) and the Washington Emergency Medical
Services Information System (WEMSIS). This module automatically reports some 50 different
Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) to NEMSIS and WEMSIS which is the universal standard for
how patient care information is collected.
To improve system performance is to improve the various components of an EMS response
which begins at the time of call. This defines the essence of ongoing quality improvement.
Measurement and improvement can apply to many elements of the EMS system. First and at the
most basic levels, this refers to measuring cardiac arrest events and outcomes (death, survival,
and neurological recovery). But it also applies to components of the EMS system such as time
metrics (time for dispatch, time for response, time for scene arrival, time for patient arrival),
high-performance CPR metrics (CPR density, depth of compression, full recoil, duration of
pauses), and telephone CPR metrics (recognition of agonal breathing, time to recognition of
cardiac arrest, time to delivery of chest compressions instructions.)
WCEMS has begun measuring system performance through these reporting processes aimed at
providing feedback for system improvements. This feedback also points to areas of education,
training and response improvement for this dynamic EMS system.

WCEMS System Key Performance Indicators
Resource Category
System Wide

Performance Measure
Rate of Cardiac Arrest
Survival

Bystander CPR

Rate of bystander CPR in
cases of Cardiac Arrest

Bystander PAD
Rate of bystander PAD

Definition
2017 Results
% discharge from hospital for all witnessed
arrests due to cardiac etiology in VF/VT. Includes
43%
on circulatory arrests of non-traumatic etiology
receiving ALS care in patients >2 yrs old.
% of bystander CPR provided for all cases of
cardiac arrest. Includes only circulatory arrests
67.7%
of non-traumatic etiology that received ALS care
in patients aged > 2 yrs old
% of PAD used for all witnessed arrests due to
cardiac etiology in VF/VT. Includes only
14.3
circulatory arrests of non-traumatic etiology
receiving ALS care in patients >2 yrs old.
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Dispatch

Basic
Life
Support

Rate of correctly
identified cardiac arrests
by telecommunicator

% of confirmed cardiac arrest cases that were
correctly identified by dispatcher when provided
opportunity to assess.

Rate of correctly
identified resource used
by telecommunicator.

%of total number of calls that received correct
EMS resource.

% that response times
standards are met for
emergency calls…

Rate of EMT’s
documenting FAST and
glucometry in Stroke
Patients
Rate that “on scene”
times are met.
Compression Fraction
during resuscitation
attempts
Paramedics

Regional

Urban Response Areas: 10 minutes or less 80% of
the time; Suburban response areas: 20 minutes
or less, 80% of the time, Rural response areas, 45
minutes or less 80% of the time;
Wilderness Response: As soon as possible

TBM

TBM

% of hospital-and prehospital-diagnosed stroke
patients for whom FAST exam and glucometry
were documented by EMT’s or ePCR.
%of suspected CVA and suspected TIA patients
with, 15-minute BLS scene time.
% of time that compressions are actively applied
to the chest during the first 20 minutes of the
case until efforts are ceased, or until sustained
ROSC is achieved (whichever event comes
earliest)

% that response time
standards are met.

Respond on average, 10 minutes, and, =14 min
80% of the time.

Rate of paramedics
documenting use of a 12lead ECG for STEMI Pts.

% of suspected STEMI cases where paramedics
documented the use of 12-lead ECG.

Rate of Scene time for
trauma patients.

% of trauma patients taken to Hospital by
Paramedics with, 15 minute scene time.

Rate of successful first
attempt intubations
Rate of cancelled enroute
ALS calls.

% of successful first attempt intubations.

% of calls where no
upgrade or downgrade
was needed.

% of calls where ALS was not cancelled and not
requested from scene.

Rate of ALS Request from
Scene

%of BLS request for ALS from scene of all ALS
calls.

% of calls cancelled enroute ALS calls to all ALS
calls.
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43

While some of these KPI’s are not reported, 2019 will bring 100% NEMSIS/WEMSIS reporting
from Whatcom County. The current measurements are derived from the CARES registry and
available data from WEMSIS. (TBM=To Be Measured)

Cardiac Arrest Registry to Enhance Survival (CARES)
The National CARES program provides quality improvement
feedback so that EMS systems can measure and make
informed decisions with the goal of improving agencies
performance in response to sudden cardiac arrest. (SCA) The
WCEMS system voluntarily reports to the CARES program with summary metrics that allows our
EMS system to compare the various intervention rates against the national CARES rates.
The American Heart Association’s “Chain of Survival” includes the idea that the efforts of
citizens in the community greatly contribute to the success of an integrated EMS system. In
fact, this is the cornerstone of developing a high performance EMS system. The willingness of
citizens to become trained to recognize cardiac arrest, call 911, perform CPR and utilize a
Publicly Accessed Automatic External Defibrillator (PAD) contributes significantly to the survival
rate of out of hospital sudden cardiac arrest.
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Whatcom County Bystander CPR and PAD 2017 Rate Compared to National Average
2017 Natl. Avg.

WCEMS 2017 Avg.

Whatcom County (Non-Traumatic Etiology) Survival Rates 2017


Overall:

13.0% (77 Resuscitation Attempts Total)



Bystander Witnessed Arrest:

21.4% (42 Patients)



Unwitnessed:



Utstein1

43.0% (16 Patients)



Utstein Bystander2

42.0% (14 Patients)

3.0%

(33 Patients)

Whatcom County Bystander CPR and PAD 2017 Rate Compared to National Average
2018 Natl. Avg.

WCEMS 2018 Avg.

Bystander CPR Rate

39.2%

51.4%

Bystander PAD Rate

11.9%

16.7%

Whatcom County (Non-Traumatic Etiology) Survival Rates 2018


Overall:

13.0%



Bystander Witnessed Arrest:

23.8% (42 Patients)



Unwitnessed:

12.2%



Utstein1

37.5% (16 Patients)



Utstein Bystander2

75.0% (8 Patients)
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(95 Resuscitation Attempts Total)
(41 Patients)

Improvement Strategy One 2019

Dispatcher KPI’s: Working with Dispatch Center to Improve Dispatcher Assisted T-CPR
Dispatchers constantly evaluate their performance. These key performance measures allow
dispatchers to understand how certain verbal prompts can quickly identify a caller reporting
sudden cardiac arrest. To the layperson, recognizing cardiac arrest can be ambiguous so
dispatchers review the recordings to further hone in certain key words, phrases and other
prompts that reduces the time from call to recognition of cardiac arrest.


Was the need for CPR Recognized?



Were Telephone-CPR Instructions given?



Were Chest Compressions started?



Time to recognition of cardiac arrest, CPR instructions, and compressions.

Telephone CPR instruction can be problematic to deliver because of language barriers, fear of
doing harm to the patient and the willingness of the caller to perform CPR. It is also difficult to
determine if effective CPR is being performed over the telephone. Understanding these
measurements allow dispatchers to evaluate the effectiveness of Telephone CPR instructions
that guides verbal prompting and instruction to effectively communicate the delivery of those
skills by the untrained caller.
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Improvement Strategy Two 2019

Implement and continually practice High Performance CPR
Recent studies demonstrate the connection between quality CPR and survival from cardiac
arrest. High quality CPR emphasizes correct hand position, proper depth and compression rate,
full recoil, and minimization of pauses. This skill can be achieved in training, as well as
through review of real events. For Whatcom County, these skills can be measured with CQI
software associated with the Physio-Control Life Pak 15 Code Stat Review through the LifeNet
system. This “dashboard” is populated with information collected during the actual cardiac
arrest that is transmitted from Life Pak 15 to the Code Stat program.
Training, Feedback and Continuous Quality Improvement are the cornerstones for improving
resuscitation rates. Responders want to know how they performed. By quantifying
performance measures such as CPR fraction rate, depth of compression, rate of compressions
and ventilation rates, they will have solid marker to improve upon or try to maintain. This
feedback garners “buy in” from the first responders who can readily see the results from the
resuscitation efforts. There is a direct correlation for increased resuscitation rates with
agencies that use this feedback tool for both training and actual resuscitations.


Paramedics and EMT’s must train
regularly, rehearsing the roles and
responsibilities of the team using the
Code-Stat review to improve
performance with those target
measures.



Each code should be reviewed with
immediate feedback to the EMS team
as well as learning of the associated
outcomes of those resuscitated
patients from the hospital.



The measures should be included as a part of the agencies overall performance as
compared to the resuscitation rate reported through the CARES program. Increased
resuscitation rate are directly associated with the performance measures offered from
the Code-Stat review.
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Improvement Strategy Three 2019

Community CPR and Public Access Defibrillation (PAD) Training
EMS systems have an opportunity to optimize community response by offering compressiononly CPR and AED training. “Hands Only” CPR that can be taught quickly in venues such as local
schools, businesses, health fairs, or mass training events. Focusing on the “3 C’s” – check the
victim, call 911 and get an AED if one is available, compress the chest by pushing hard and fast
– can reduce barriers to training.
This strategy includes the establishment of AED
programs in public locations where there is a
high likelihood of witnessed cardiac arrest. To
maximize the effectiveness of these programs, it is important to plan and train and to target
areas of high risk such as sports facilities, schools, shopping malls, public transportation and in
all public buildings. Law enforcement plays a large role in providing “first shock” to the patient,
especially in the rural areas where officers may arrive on scene before the fire department and
EMS.
WCEMS through the Pulse Point AED reporting function on the app allows citizens to register
AED’s that are placed throughout Whatcom County. By registering and reporting the purchase
and location of the AED on the website, the provider will be covered by the WCEMS MPD
prescriptive requirements to own and place an AED. This project will also dovetail into the
mapping and inventory of AED’s in the community with the PulsePoint App and Citizen CPR
Program.

Improvement Strategy Four 2019

Pulse Point Verified Responder/Implementation
According to PulsePoint, fifty-seven percent of US Adults say
they’ve had CPR training and most would be willing to use CPR
and an AED to help save a stranger’s life. Yet, only 11% say
they’ve used CPR in an actual emergency.
PulsePoint was introduced to Whatcom County in 2016 as a
way to alert citizens of a nearby cardiac arrest. The PulsePoint
App is designed to direct citizen rescuers to the cardiac arrest
event as well as indicate the nearest AED to the incident so the
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CPR/AED trained citizen can provide help. PulsePoint is linked with the local emergency
dispatch system that displays ongoing calls in the area. As of March 2018, PulsePoint has 2430
Followers registered in Whatcom County although only a couple of calls have generated a CPR
response from the app.
To increase the numbers of followers and responses to CPR calls, WCEMS improvement
strategies include outreach projects that target increased awareness of the PulsePoint program.
These projects include:
o

Public Education and Advertising through Social Networks, Media and Print outlets.

o

Reporting of PulsePoint Data and Statistics

o

Implementation of the Verified Responder Program

o

Community Engagement via the Medic One Foundation PulsePoint support network.

Regional Services

Community Health Programs
Community Health programs are evolving with associated outreach programs that include the
Ground Response and Coordinated Engagement (GRACE) team. The Bellingham Fire
Department has operationalized a Community Paramedic/Health program over the last four
years citing a significant reduction of the overuse of 911 by those enrolled in the program. The
Bellingham model is being expanded into the county with additional Community Paramedic’s
and Sheriff’s Deputies supported by case workers from the GRACE Team which includes four
case management specialists, a community health worker (CHW), a part-time Nurse Practitioner
(ARNP), Program Manager and Administrative
Assistants. The goal of the program is to direct
patients to the right care at the right time in an
effort to reduce frequent use of the 911 system for
both EMS and Law Enforcement. To expand this
program, WCEMS will be adding two Community
Paramedics mid-year of 2019. BFD will provide an
additional Paramedic funded by the EMS Levy and
Fire District 7 will provide a Paramedic financed by
the North Region Accountable Communities of
Health (ACH) through the Medicaid Demonstration Project. The BFD Community Paramedic
commitment is programmed through the life of the current levy. The FD7 Community
Paramedic is programmed for two years of funding with the potential to extend to the life of the
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levy if the ACH continues to provide funding through this program. With the support of the
GRACE team, the Community Health Program Paramedics will work with the county fire districts
to reduce those who frequently use EMS, Law Enforcement or the Emergency Department
through the 911 system. This program is also partnered with the Whatcom County Sheriff’s
Office and the Bellingham Police Department, since many EMS patients are also frequent users
of Law Enforcement resources.

Paramedic Training Program
The Bellingham Fire Department has provided Paramedic Training to qualified Firefighter/EMT’s
since its inception in 1974. Dr. Marvin Wayne taught the first class on his living room floor
back when the idea of Paramedicine was being tested in other cities like Seattle, Los Angeles,
Minneapolis and Miami. Today, becoming a Paramedic is an intense process of learning, skill
building and self-motivation that requires more than a year of dedicated study and preparation
to become a certified Paramedic.
WCEMS, Bellingham Fire Department and Fire District 7 have partnered with Bellingham
Technical College (BTC) to offer an AAS Degree in Paramedicine. The Paramedic Training
program had been dormant with a loss of Accreditation for the last seven years. The Fire
Departments have identified a need for up to 20 Paramedics over the next three years through
attrition and to staff a potential fifth Paramedic Unit in the county. This partnership provides an
academic relationship through the BTC health sciences programs that ensures the best training
for our providers. This relationship also creates sustainability for the program by positioning
the school as a regional provider for Paramedic Training by inviting fire departments in the
Pacific Northwest region to send agency sponsored EMT/Firefighters through the BTC
Paramedic Training Program.
The 2018/19 Paramedic Class is due to graduate in September 2019 with the next class
beginning January 2020. Once the 2020 class graduates, the future Paramedic Class training
schedules will generally begin in the fall and graduate mid-Summer the following year. BTC
plans to offer other Paramedic specialty courses and certifications as the program builds.
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Electronic Patient Care Records/Health Information and Data Exchange
WCEMS has implemented a county-wide Electronic Patient Care Records System (EPCR) called
Image Trend. This system and program is managed by Jeremy Morton, WCEMS Systems
Administrator hired in April of 2018 to implement and develop the EPCR program. Mr. Morton
has certification in Health Care Informatics with experience as software System Administrator
and Analyst.
The EPCR software and records management system is the central repository for every EMS
interaction in the county. The software allows a deep look at hundreds of data points and sets
from a global and centralized perspective for either the entire county or at the agency level.
The software automatically reports to the Washington Emergency Medical Services Information
Systems (WEMSIS) evaluating some 50 key performance indicators. This data is used to
compare WCEMS against other regions in the target areas of survival from cardiac arrest, stroke
treatment, trauma performance and dispatcher call taking performance.
Image Trend employs a powerful analytics module called “Report Writer” and “Continuum” used
to provide up-to-date system performance dashboards and automated notification of
significant events. The software also provides a high level of quality assurance and report
completeness monitors with the ability to build automated and custom reports for the system
or individual agencies.
As the Image Trend implementation nears completion, the WCEMS Systems Administrator has
shifted efforts towards developing the various reports and monitors for WCEMS. The Systems
Administrator is also responsive to the fire districts by providing system support to the Agency
Administrators in the areas of training, system analysis and report writing with the idea of
developing a data exchange between the fire districts. The Systems Administrator has also
begun work with the Whatcom County Health Department towards developing a Health
Information Exchange (HIE) that monitors the health of the community. This work shares deidentified data with other Health Care Agencies in response to the Opioid Epidemic, the
Homeless issues, vulnerable adults, preventable trauma and Stroke/Cardiac Arrest reduction.
This position is also supporting the GRACE program by connecting EMS to the teams through
the integration of EPCR systems across health care sectors.
Positioned as a regional program, the EPCR system and Data Exchange will serve WCEMS by
providing specific and quality data for determining Best Practice approaches aimed at reducing
morbidity and mortality from Sudden Cardiac Arrest and Trauma.
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EMS Budget Summary
2017 began the first year of the voter approved WCEMS Levy. Previous funding for EMS services
came from a combination of monies from the Whatcom County General Fund, the City of
Bellingham General Fund, User Fees (Insurance Billing) and an EMS Dedicated Sales Tax. In
2016, Whatcom County voters approved the new county-wide Levy that was implemented at the
beginning of 2017.

EMS Funding and 2017 Financial Report
The WCEMS Levy is funded by a regular property tax, subject to the limitations contained in
Chapter 84.55.010 Revised Code of Washington (RCW). Levy funds are restricted by RCW and
can only be spent on EMS-related activities. The annual growth is limited to a 1% increase for
existing properties, plus assessment on new construction.
WCEMS Levy funds are collected throughout Whatcom County and managed regionally in
accordance with RCW 84.52.069 Emergency Medical Care and Service levies, 2017-2023 WCEMS
Work Group Funding Work Group Recommendations, policies and guidelines along with
recommendations from the Technical Advisory Committee (TAB) and ultimately the EMS
Oversight Board (EOB). Whatcom County EMS funds are spent on six primary areas: 1)
Advanced Life Support (ALS) 2) Basic Life Support (BLS) 3) Regional Support Programs 4) Data
Development and Management (Quality Assurance) 5) Management and Administration EMS
Dept. Development) 6) Emergency Medical Dispatch (EMD)
A Starting Point for the Levy Budget: The work of the 2015/16 Finance Subcommittee produced
this budget forecasting expenditures during the six year levy. The six year budget was
determined using indices that predict inflationary costs such as Assessed Values (AV) of
properties and the Consumer Price Index (CPI) which provided a baseline for the developed
budget. Programs that are supported by the WCEMS Levy are partitioned into these categories
based on the Finance Group Work Plan Priorities.

1. ALS Services (Paramedics)
o

Uses a standard cost allocation for operations and equipment per Paramedic Unit.

o

Allocations may increase with considerations for inflators such as labor,
pharmaceuticals, equipment upgrades and benefits.

o

Reserves eligible
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2. BLS Services (EMT’s)
o

Supports Training

o

Displaced FD EMS Levies

o

Dispatch Fees for All Agencies

o

Regional Support Programs

o

Community Programs (Community Paramedic (MIH)

o

EMS1 Captain (Regional EMS Response Captain/Paramedic)

o

Local and Regional Medical Program Control (WCEMS MPD)

o

Equipment Exchange Program

o

Pulse Point

o

Peer Support Networks

3. Data Management and QA/QI Programs
o

Regional Electronic Patient Care Reporting (Image Trend (ePCR)

o

Regional CQI (Trauma and Medical) Programs with active monitoring

o

Data mapping and standardized reporting

o

Washington EMS Information System (WEMSIS.NEMSIS) Pre-hospital data.

Revenues
WCMES is financed through a combination of user fees, sales tax revenues and the county-wide
levy. The EMS levy is calculated at 29.5-cent per $1000 assessed value of the home.
Contributions from the Levy cost the average homeowner who owns a $250.000 home about
$74.00 per year. User fees bring in an average of $2.500.000 per year based the approved rate
schedule. Sales Tax revenues calculated at .67% of .1% provides about $2,300,000 to the total
fund. These revenues provides for highly trained medical personnel to arrive within minutes of
an emergency, any time day or night, no matter where in Whatcom County.
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2017 /18 Actual

Expenditures Report

Levy Expenditures
Personnel
Costs

EMS Levy revenues support EMS activities related to
direct service delivery or support programs: Personnel
costs comprise about 80% of the Levy Budget. Medical
equipment, consumables, administration, dispatch
fees and training occupying about 15% of the
expenditures while the remaining funds are oriented

towards developing Reserves and Capital Allowance account.
Expenditures are primarily limited to Medic Unit operational and administrative costs at $1.8
million per medic unit. The Medical Program Director, EMS1 and What-Comm Dispatch fees
were captured as new costs for the Levy showing as actual expenditures in those line items.
EPCR acquisition and maintenance estimated in the 2017 budget was moved to the same line
item for 2018 as contract negotiations for the EPCR software continued through 2017 and
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agreed and signed in March of 2018. Estimated Community Paramedic funds were also
forwarded to the same 2018 line item in anticipation of a fall 2018 Implementation. EMS
administration services estimated funds were forwarded to the 2018 same line item and an EMS
Manager was hired in March of 2018. Ending Fund Balances for 2017 shows expenditures
slightly above projected.

2018 Plan Budget
The 2018 Plan Budget provided the $1.8 million per medic unit for both Bellingham and Fire
District 7 for administration and operations. 2018 also included funds for the hiring and
development of an EMS manager and for building the WCEMS Department. Line items for
development are EMS Admin services, a vehicle for EMS Administration as well as monies for the
remodel of the Whatcom County Unified Emergency Operations Center that is the identified
location for the EMS Administration offices. The 2018 Plan budget includes monies for the
Whatcom County Medical Program Director (MPD) contract and for WHAT-COMM dispatch fees
that are now provided by the WCEMS Levy. The 2018 Plan includes the purchase of Image
Trend, the Electronic Patient Care Reporting (EPCR) system for Whatcom County.
The EPCR software connects all of the Whatcom County Fire agencies with a consolidated
patient records management system providing a 100% data capture for EMS analytics. The
EPCR project began in 2017 with eventual focus on an EPCR web-based software platform
called Image Trend. Image Trend contracts were negotiated and implementation. Contracts
were signed in March of 2018 with implementation beginning in May 2018.
The Levy estimated budget along with the Funding Workgroup Plan includes the development
and funding for a Community Paramedic that can serve the greater Whatcom County area. The
Community Paramedic committee will have a plan for expanding Community Paramedic services
in early 2019 which includes the support of the Ground Response and Coordinated Engagement
(GRACE) team oriented to reducing the numbers of frequent users of the EMS system.
In late 2017, Bellingham Fire Department and Fire District 7 were reporting the need for future
paramedics in anticipation of a potential new Paramedic Unit and attrition related to
retirements. Bellingham Fire has traditionally trained Paramedics for the region with a locally
run Paramedic School dating back to the beginning of ALS services in Whatcom County.
However, it had been six years since the last class and the school lost accreditation. In
partnership with Bellingham Technical College, Bellingham Fire, Fire District 7 and WCEMS,
accreditation status was obtained with a two-year probationary period.

Through committee

work, monies were shifted from the “5th Medic Unit” line to a new line item titled Paramedic
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Training ($835.000) to fund Paramedic Training costs including this preliminary work to regain
accreditation.
In late 2018, BFD learned they had been awarded $566.000 Assistance to Firefighter Grants to
assist with the cost of Paramedics School. The AFG grant reduced the burden on the Levy
leaving monies for the next Paramedic class expected to begin at the end of 2019.
WCEMS seeks to reduce the burden on the Levy even further with partnerships that have been
developed with BTC and out of county EMS services that need to train paramedics. BTC will be
positioned to provide a regional Paramedic Training program for agencies.

2019 Plan Budget
Whatcom County works within a bi-annual budget cycle and has presented a 2019/20 Budget
Plan Budget that reflects the adjustments made at the end of 2018 in consideration of the
Paramedic School and implementation of the Community Paramedic Program.
There are additional revenues expected from the Accountable Communities of Health. WCEMS
is a Partner Agency with the Medicare Demonstration Project which provides a small amount of
funding for the Community Paramedic Program.
The Ground Emergency Medical Transport (GEMT) reimbursement provides for Medicare patient
transports that previously were not paid. Both ALS and BLS billing agencies receive this
reimbursement. This reimbursement is considered part of the ALS user fees and is considered
revenues for the ALS system. BLS agencies keep GEMT reimbursements as local revenues to
their system.

2019 Planned Transport Fee Schedule (ALS)
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2019 EMS Levy Plan Projections vs. 2019 Budgeted

# of units

Beginning Fund Balance
Property Tax
Sales Tax Revenue
Prior Period Adjustment-Sales Tax
Misc. Income - ACH Grant
GEMT (retro Medicaid reimb)
AFG paramedic training reimb grant
Misc Income
Dispatch Reimbursement
Emergency Medical Service Fees
Transfer In from GF
EMS Asset Distribution
Total Revenues
Payments
EMS Administration Services
Vehicle for EMS Administration
EPCR acquisition & maintenance
Medical Program Director
ALS Unit Reimbursements
EMS1
Payments to City
Payments to Other Districts
Payments to FD7
What-Comm Dispatch
Estimated Other Costs:
Paramedic Training 130110
Community Paramedic 130115
5th Unit Capital/Equipment
5th Unit Implementation
Total Expenditures

4

4.5

Plan

Plan

2019
5,485,529
7,847,046
2,632,737
-

2020
6,858,896
7,925,847
2,698,556
-

5,000
2,300,000
12,784,783

5,000
2,300,000
12,929,403

2019
Proposed
Amended
7,442,960
8,098,163
3,006,101
1,000,000
566,600
166,750
2,000,000
14,837,614

2020
Proposed
Amended
10,250,691
8,255,811
3,156,405
100,000
166,750
2,000,000
13,678,966

(358,829)
(337,619)
(6,000)
(6,000)
(276,280)
(155,000)
(85,000)
(89,163)
(6,583,375) (6,744,026)
(209,684)
(209,684)
(1,973,854) (2,025,204)
(1,601,861) (1,547,684)
(625,000)
(208,750)
(310,000)
(300,000)
(170,708)
(174,694)
(749,100)
(1,225,000)
(1,011,649)
(11,411,416) (11,409,611) (12,029,883) (13,383,879)

(268,274)
(92,102)
(53,655)
(7,708,650)
(637,302)
(222,844)
(1,032,881)

(274,538)
(94,253)
(54,908)
(8,874,734)
(652,183)
(227,301)
(1,057,000)

Net Revenues/(Expenditures)

1,373,367

1,519,792

2,807,731

295,087

Ending Fund Balance (EMS)

6,858,896

8,378,688

10,250,691

10,545,778
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2016 to 2023 Reserve Categories Initiative
Reserves and Capital Expenditures categories were not developed in 2017. However, the
Funding Work Group Plan recommends development of reserve categories that ensures WCEMS
services are maintained if certain catastrophic or unplanned events stress projected fund
balances for the duration of the levy. 2019 Finance Initiatives include:
1. Launch Financial Performance Reporting and Dashboards.
2. Develop a reserve policy and build reserves. (GFOA Recommendations)
3. Identify Capital Expense items and build policy for accounts.
4. Identify Overhead (Admin/IT/Communications/Medical Equipment) items for true costs.
5. Develop philosophy and strategy for the next levy with more defined standard cost
methodology.
6. Establish financial reporting standards (quarterly and yearly) between the City of
Bellingham, Whatcom County EMS and Finance Departments, Fire District 7 as well as all
BLS agencies receiving Levy monies for various projects or reimbursements.

EMS Administration
The 2017/18 Year End Report is written with a retrospective look of data obtained from several
sources. Prior to 2018, there was no centralized repository for EMS data; however Whatcom
County’s participation in the National and State Emergency Medical Services Information System
captures a certain amount of data from the reporting fire departments. This reporting for 2017
and 2018 comes mostly from the two ALS groups and several fire departments. Not all fire
departments have been reporting to NEMSIS or WEMSIS. By the end of 2019, all Whatcom
County Fire and EMS agencies will be reporting to NEMSIS/WEMSIS for a 100% capture of EMS
data in Whatcom County through the Image Trend ePCR system.
In March of 2018, an EMS Manager was selected to lead and build WCEMS into a county-wide
system of integrated services that improves patient outcomes and creates system efficiencies.
This position reports to the County Executive, the Technical Advisory Committee (TAB) and the
EMS Oversight Board (EOB). The EMS Manager has begun to build relationships with the Fire
Districts and Departments, local health care organizations including the hospital and behavioral
health organizations as well as the North Region Accountable Communities of Health (ACH).
The first months of engagement included the mapping of community organizations connected
to the EMS system as well as learning how these organizations can integrate efficiencies and
programs in to the WCEMS service delivery. Current organizational relationships include:
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Crisis Triage Center



Crisis Oversight Committee



Whatcom Trauma and EMS Council (Education, CQI, Prevention Programs)



North Region Trauma and EMS Council



North Region Behavioral Health Organization



Bellingham High Utilizer Committee (GRACE)



North Sound ACH


Whatcom County GRACE Program



Opioid Task Force



Whatcom County Fire Chiefs Association (Operations and Administration)



Whatcom County Fire Commissioners Association



WHAT-COM Dispatch Committee



Whatcom Medical Program Directors



Peace Health St. Joseph Hospital Trauma Committee

EMS Administration Initiatives
The EMS Administration is creating organizational design based on the recommendations of the
EOB and the Work Plan. EMS Administrative Initiatives include:


Build out of Administrative Services including Finance, Management of Programmatic
Policies and Procedures with Legal Department engagement.



Develop Data Analytics Section with Systems Administration of centralized records
management and system performance monitoring.



Development of a Professional Standard Division oriented towards Continuous Quality
Improvement, BLS and ALS training systems as well as development of community
outreach programs.



Develop a sustainable Paramedic Training Program with Bellingham Technical College



Transition Medical Program Director responsibilities to WCEMS along with understanding
the new governance model.



Develop organizational relationships with State and other regulatory agencies with EMS.
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A Message from the EMS Manager
I’m proud to serve the Whatcom County community as the
Emergency Medical Services Manager supporting our First
Responders from the Fire, EMS and Rescue agencies that
tirelessly serve the citizens 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
This dedication to service is exemplified by the more than 600
EMS providers that respond to emergencies in the region.
I began working for WCEMS in March 2018 after 25 years with
King County Medic One responding as a Firefighter/Paramedic and eventually serving as the
Medical Services Administrator for NE King County Medic One and the City of Redmond Fire
Department. I began my career in the fire service in Juneau, Alaska as a Paramedic/Firefighter
after serving 11 years in the U.S. Coast Guard before moving to Washington and settling down
on Camano Island.
It didn’t take long during my first year serving Whatcom County to realize the dedication and
motivation exhibited by our partners in the EMS and Fire Service communities. These
professional responders serve our communities as either full-time, part-paid or as volunteer
EMS responders that creates a unified EMS system.
2019 promises to be a busy year as the EMS system matures and prepares for the future.
Planning for the next EMS levy, understanding the need and placement of a future medic unit,
building training systems for BLS and ALS professional development and accurate budget
forecasting are some of the top priorities for WCEMS. I believe we accomplished a lot of work in
this last year which is attributed to the great leadership offered by the regional fire chiefs and
EMS representatives. Working together we can build strong teams that support the mission of
our Emergency Medical System that ultimately saves more lives and provides a high level of
emergency medical services.
Respectfully Submitted,
Mike Hilley, MICP, MS
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